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ARTITEQ FOR SCHOOLS
Picture your school building, with children working away in the
classrooms or running around and having fun at break times. Now
imagine what the building would look like if all the walls were
brightly decorated. We feel this is what every school should look
like, with Artiteq wall decorations used as an alternative to
unsightly scotch tape or impractical thumbtacks.

We specialise in the type of practical and attractive solutions that
are an asset to any school. We have been manufacturing and
marketing picture hanging systems, presentation tools and a
variety of other solutions since 1995.

Just imagine what your school could look like with the Artiteq Info
Rail, a suspension system designed to display pupils’ drawings, as
well as documents and announcements in a functional and
time-saving way. As well as enhancing the look of any school,
the system also protects the walls of your school building.

Just think of all the items people tend to hang on your building’s
walls: everything ranging from wall decorations to bulletin boards
to whiteboards. The Artiteq hanging system can accommodate it
all! As a specialist in hanging systems, Artiteq will help you select
the wall systems that suit the needs and requirements of your
school or other institution. This brochure provides a detailed look
at all the options available. We know your school is unique, and we
have the best products for you to celebrate your school’s unique
style... with extras!

FLEXIBILITY
USER-FRIENDLY AND
MULTIFUNCTIONAL
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ARTITEQ FOR YOUR SECURITY
The walls of your school have a different effect in every

 DESIGNED FOR SUSTAINABLE

room: they make children feel safe in the classroom, add to

BUILDING MANAGEMENT

the grand look of the auditorium, give the cafeteria a warm
and welcoming feel, and lend the teachers’ room the more

 FLEXIBLE AND USER-FRIENDLY

businesslike look and the halls and entrances a more open

 MULTIFUNCTTIONAL AND SAFE

feel. Wall decorations give any room the character and
functionality they need.

Paintings, children’s drawings, presentations and posters all
add to the look and feel of your school building, and Artiteq
specialises in hanging solutions perfectly suited to each of
these purposes. Our flexible hanging systems provide the
security that everything is attached to the walls in a way
that suits the style of your school and building.

This

solution

should

be

attractive, flexible, safe and
secure, meeting the needs of
today’s

schools.

Artiteq’s

hanging

systems

can

be

mounted to the ceiling or wall,
and our attractive presentation
systems for schools can be
used to conveniently display
posters, pictures and drawings –
temporary,

permanently

semi-permanently.
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or

INFO RAIL

INDISPENSIBLE HANGING
SYSTEMS FOR CLASSROOMS

From Penguins to the Pythagorean Theorem
A school is not an office and should provide a child-centred and
child-friendly setting. But just because you’re going for a more playful
and informal look doesn’t mean things have to get messy... There’s
something to be said for keeping order in the classroom! The Info Rail
is the perfect display system, allowing you to showcase drawings and
other documents on the wall in a neat and well-organised way. The
system’s rail is mounted to the wall once and is a long-term investment
for your school, protecting your walls from any damage. So say
goodbye to thumbtacks and sellotape forever! You can easily change
around drawings and other artworks.

Many schools are already using Artiteq hanging systems, and the
feedback we have received from teachers and parents has been
consistently positive: “How did we ever manage without it?” “It’s a real
asset to our classrooms and hallways”, many schools have told us.
School boards, principals, teachers, parents and children: they all rave
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about its benefits.

“
“

“
“

SINCE INSTALLING INFO RAIL IN THE HALLS OF OUR BUILDING,
WE CAN SHOW SOMETHING DIFFERENT TO THE ENTIRE SCHOOL EACH
TIME, DEPENDING ON THE OCCASION: AN EXHIBITION OF CLASS
PROJECTS DURING PARENT-TEACHER CONFERENCES, POSTERS
DURING PROJECT WEEK, AND ANNOUNCEMENTS ABOUT AN UPCOMING
YOUTH CAMP. WE CAN EASILY CHANGE THE MATERIALS AS NEEDED,
AND – BEST OF ALL – IT LOOKS FANTASTIC!
Teacher at Cor Emousschool, The Hague, the Netherlands

WE HUNG THE INFO RAIL BOTH INSIDE AND
OUTSIDE THE CLASSROOM. INSIDE, WE HUNG THEM AT
CHILD HEIGHT. THE SYSTEM IS SO USER-FRIENDLY
THAT PUPILS CAN HANG UP AND DISPLAY THEIR OWN ARTWORK
EASILY AND IN A NEAT AND WELL-ORGANISED WAY.
IT’S A HIGHLY ACTIVE SYSTEM AND EVERYTHING JUST LOOKS
SO NEAT AND COLOURFUL.
Teacher at Cor Emousschool, The Hague, the Netherlands

INFO RAILme

CONVENIENT, ATTRACTIVE AND PERSONAL

There’s nothing more festive or personal than seeing children’s work hanging on the walls of the
classroom or in the hallways. A child walks around proudly, pointing, and without hesitation
identifies his or her own work. It’s now even more recognisable with Info Rail me, the Info Rail
with special name clip.

With the me -Clip, you can add an extra personal and beautifully designed element to the Info
Rail system. Each child has a clip and can put their own name on it. Available in any shape you
desire! It’s an extraordinary solution for the perfect presentation. Always adaptable and always
keeps its 100% quality appearance, no matter how often the clip is used.

As well as being a nice way for children to present their work, the me -Clip can be used by
teachers and management as a personal communication tool. It’s handy, and directly and
rapidly adaptable thanks to Info Rail’s smart, flexible properties.
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“Look, look!
My own spot
at school”

INFO RAIL CLIP HANGER A USEFUL HOOK
Lots of drawing and craft activities take place in schools. A handmade spider or a colourful
boat made from an old toilet roll and lolly sticks, all centring around a certain season or theme
at school. Craft projects that don’t come into their own until they are hung from strings.
The children want to proudly display these beautiful handmade items to everyone. But what do
you hang them on?

The Clip Hanger is a small hook which can easily be attached to the Info Rail. With a simple
click, the Clip Hanger is attached to the Info Rail, allowing the craft project to be hung up.
In combination with the me-clip, the children’s creations can be presented in a fun and personal
manner, resulting in proud children!

PICTURE HANGING SYSTEM
TWISTER HOOK FOR READING CARDS
Twister Hooks, designed by Artiteq, combined with one of the Artiteq
hanging rails provide a perfect way of working flexibly with the cards
used by schools to learn how to read.

In classrooms with suspended ceilings, a Top Rail can be attached next to
the ceiling. Another option is the Click Rail: a rail that is attached to the
wall. The Twister Hook can easily be clicked anywhere on the rail and is
simple to move around. The cards will be hanging in a jiffy. Now it’s just
down to the children to learn how to read!

Walls are used for more purposes at schools than in any other type of building, and
presentations are routinely used as learning tools. Flexible hanging systems are perfect
for any classroom and can be used not just for paintings, but also for bulletin boards,
whiteboards, maps and projection screens.

Artiteq’s picture hanging systems consist of a hanging rail containing hanging wires and
hooks. The great advantage of this system, now and in the future, is that you only need to
mount it once: on the wall near the ceiling or on the ceiling itself (near the suspended
ceiling). Using the picture hanging system at your school makes decorating your walls
easy and gives you great flexibility.

If you have recently moved into a new building or have just completed a renovation, you’ll
want to keep the sleek and beautifully finished walls in the halls and classrooms as
pristine as they are now. You will find that the Click Rail and Top Rail picture hanging
systems are long-term investments for your school.

PRESENTATION TOOLS

“See over there?
That’s my art hanging
on the wall!”

Schools, being in the business of educating and shaping the minds of
future generations, are among the first to embrace technological
advances, and aids such as interactive blackboards have become a fixture
in many classrooms.

Yet numerous schools still like to rely on more traditional tools such as
bulletin boards and whiteboards alongside more high-tech classroom
aids. Artiteq can also help you with any needs you may have in this
department, as we can easily integrate these tools with our picture
hanging systems in way that is both efficient and sustainable. As well as
providing you with a practical and secure hanging system, this is also
highly flexible, since the hanging wires can easily be moved inside the rail.

If you are interested, please contact us about the options available.

BULLETIN BOARD FOR ALL IDEAS
For a totally natural notice board solution, the Bulletin Board is ideal! This
allows information, memos, photos, but also drawings to easily be
exchanged. Bulletin Board does not attract dust and is bacteriostatic,
therefore very practical for classrooms.

Bulletin Board is available in several colours and is suitable for large
installations, such as entire walls in meeting rooms, classrooms or in
school halls. It is also available in various shapes; this means a notice
board can become a practical wall decoration in the school!

MAGAZINE RAIL BEAUTIFUL PRESENTATION OF READING BOOKS AND MAGAZINES

SMART POCKET RAIL A UNIQUE WALL OF FACES

Get rid of that untidy stack of magazines! Magazine

Children’s self-portraits, class photographs or a

Rail arranges newspapers and magazines in a very

photograph of the teacher next to the entrance to the

attractive

presentation

classroom. The Smart Pocket Rail is an exceptionally

systems, the whole arrangement looks uncluttered

flexible system, allowing content to be presented in a

and catchy. It harmonises with a modern interior

vivid way. It also transforms a boring wall into a

that is designed with attention to detail and with

dynamic part of the classroom or school corridor.

manner.

Unlike

other

the actual experience in mind.
The rail is mounted directly to the wall and acrylic
The wall-mounted model, where the rails are

pockets can easily be clicked into this rail. You can

attached directly to the wall, enables you to create

choose from an A4 or A3 size. Because of the notch

more tranquillity within a room, giving an impression

at the back and side of the pocket you can change

of a well-organised space. Ideal in schools for

the content very quickly and easily, without having to

hanging reading books and magazines. Several rails

remove the Smart Pockets from the rail. A wonderfully

positioned below one another would allow several

unique idea for a wall of faces at school!

magazines to be presented. The rail is available in
99 cm, 133 cm and 166 cm, for 3, 4 or 5 magazines
or books respectively.

E A SY TO
CH A NGE
C ON T EN T

COAT HOOKS
Coat hooks are, of course, indispensable within a school building. If, because of a new
building or renovation, you are looking for coat hooks for your school, Artiteq would be
happy to advise you about the options. For example, we would love to inform you about
the coat hook/Info Rail combination which many schools are opting for in the corridors.
The combination of these two functional products gives the corridors and classrooms a
new dimension!
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